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About Crystal
Chef Crystal is a Private Chef to some of Los Angeles’ most talented entertainers and health

enthusiasts. With over 10 years of experience, Crystal has worked for several high profile clients,

including The Artist Prince, George Lucas (Lucas Films), Mike Tyson, Jessica Simpson, and her current

client, Will.i.am. A graduate of the California Culinary Academy and an alumna of San Diego State

University with a degree in Nutritional Science, Chef Crystal has combined her education and

professional training to formulate a healthy cuisine ideology. She is a well-regarded expert in her field

and passionate about organic produce, grass-fed meats, and providing people with the necessary

tools to go vegan. Chef Crystal has worked in various environments that have given her space to

perfect vegan cuisine and enhance the benefits of this lifestyle for her clients, as well as the global

environment.

A co-parenting Mother of two, Chef Crystal heads numerous projects that promote healthy eating such

as, Chef Crystalz World (lifestyle Chef brand), Chefs Guide to Divorce (divorcee dinner events and

recipe blog), and #CineSoul Dine (community film, music, and dinner series in partnership with

AirBnb). Lastly, Crystal is a partner in a culinary urban development project called Inner City Kitchen,

set to open in South Los Angeles. The project will provide healthy food options and bring in health

experts to share with the community.

Chef Crystal demonstrates that healthy eating can be achieved no matter the circumstances through

her own example as a single working mother of two. Chef Crystal believes we have lost touch with our

communities and families by making eating a part of our daily checklist as opposed to a priority.  It

has become her mission to lead others in her philosophy that, "Food is not only a necessity for survival

but a way to connect with one's body. Allow food to nurture your body by making it a priority and not

a chore.”
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